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BOB SCHIEFFER, host: 
 
Today on FACE THE NATION, yet another development in the Iraq prison scandal: Were the 
highest ranking officers in Iraq present for some of the interrogations?  That's the allegation of 
one lower ranking officer. Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez told senators he was horrified 
by the treatment prisoners got, but now an Army captain says Sanchez was not only aware 
of what was happening, he actually saw some of it.  We'll start there as we talk with two key 
members of the Senate, Intelligence Committee Chairman Pat Roberts and Rhode Island 
Democrat Jack Reed of the Armed Services Committee. 
 
Then we'll bring in conservative columnist Robert Novak to discuss the presidential campaign 
and reports the president is having problems with his own party. 
 
Our 50th Anniversary Flashback features Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega.  And I'll have 
a final word on John Kerry's plan to delay accepting the presidential nomination of his party. 
 But first Iraq on FACE THE NATION. 
 
Announcer:  FACE THE NATION with CBS News chief Washington correspondent Bob 
Schieffer.  And now from CBS News in Washington, Bob Schieffer. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  And good morning again.  Joining us now, the chairman of the Select 
Intelligence Committee, Pat Roberts of Kansas, Republican, and Senator Jack Reed, Democrat 
of Rhode Island. 
 
Well, gentlemen, we keep trying to move on from this prison story and this abuse story, but 
every time we do, something else happens.  This morning, The Washington Post reports that 
a military lawyer for one of the defendants in this case has found a witness who is willing to 
testify under oath that the Army's top general, Ricardo Sanchez, not only knew of these 
abuses, he was present at some of these interrogations. 
 
Now last week, he told your committee, Senator Reed, that he was terrified by the--horrifi--
terri--I should say horrified by these treatments.  After the Pentagon learned of this, they 
waited a day to comment on it.  But it's my understanding that this morning, they have now 
said that he did not witness any abuses.  As the chairman of the Intelligence Committee, 
Senator Roberts, do you know anything about this? 
 
Senator PAT ROBERTS (Republican, Kansas; Chairman, Select Intelligence Committee):  
Well, I have--have the report here right from the Department of Defense saying that that's not 
true.  And... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well, they said he did--did not see any abuses. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  It says... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  It doesn't say he did not witness interrogations. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  ...says--he says, `This report is false.  I'm sure we can find somebody else to 
speak for the Department of Defense other than me.'  Jack is an Army officer--pardon me, 
Senator Reed--and a good friend.  I'm a former Marine officer.  We're both absolutely 
shocked, stunned by these deplorable things that went on at the Abu Ghraib prison. 
 
General Sanchez came before the Armed Services Committee.  I'm a member as well.  We had 
open hearings.  We had closed hearings.  And then he and General Abizaid also appeared 
before the Intelligence Committee.  And General Sanchez looked us both right in the eye and 
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said that he was shocked, he was horrified.  He took full responsibility and indicated the first 
time he learned about this was when the report came out, and then he initiated the 
investigation.  Since that time, there has been a list of procedures that have been very 
controversial, and now we have this attorney who is saying that there is a witness on behalf 
of the person he is defending that Sanchez was at the present--or at the prison. 
 
You also have General Karpinski, which doesn't surprise me, saying also he was at the prison. 
 I think we have to wait till the Fay report is done.  I would be--I'd be--I'd be stunned because, 
you know, General Sanchez is a straight-shooter.  He is a general that has almost hero status 
in regards to... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  OK. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  ...you know--you know, his troops.  So, you know, we'll just have to see.  
We'll have to wait till the end of the Fay report. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well, Senator Reed, if this is true, number one, do you have any reason to think 
it might be true? 
 
Senator JACK REED (Democrat, Rhode Island; Armed Services Committee):  I don't have any 
facts that would support that statement, but what concerns me is not what he might have 
known but what he should have known.  There was an International Committee for the Red 
Cross report that went to his headquarters in November.  It was not--apparently, no one 
notified him of the gravity of that report, the serious charges.  General Karpinski was his 
commander.  I'm sure he had numerous meetings with her.  She did not inform him.  This is a 
real question of whether there was enough vigilance of what was going on in that prison all 
the way down the chain of command.  The Fay report is going to focus on those issues.  I 
hope it's a very searching look at all these different aspects.  Right now we have five or six 
young soldiers who are being punished--and they should--but we can't walk away from the 
responsibility of commanders to command. 
 
And let me just say why it's so important.  We depend upon the Geneva Convention not just 
to protect people in our custody; our soldiers and our citizens depend upon it if they fall into 
the hands of enemies of this country.  And we can't be slack about the convention and our 
obligations under the convention. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  I--and like both of you, I would be surprised if--if--if this turned out to be true, 
but what kind of concerns me here is that I wonder, ha--has the Army been playing straight 
with members of Congress on this?  Is there kind of a cover-up going on here?  Because here's 
another item that pops up this morning.  Time magazine reports that the Army's report of 
this investigation that was sent to the Armed Services Committee--this is the Taguba report--
that people on the committee are saying there may be as many as 2,000 pages missing.  Do 
you know anything about that? 
 
Sen. REED:  I became aware of the possibility last Friday, and we're looking very seriously at 
the question... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well, what's that all about? 
 
Sen. REED:  Well, in general, the Department of Defense has been very non-cooperative.  It's 
not just the Army, and this is a Defense Department operation, not just an Army operation.  
They haven't been cooperative on a score of issues.  I've been asking for months for reports 
about the security services in Iraq and been basically told no by Secretary Wolfowitz and 
others. And so there's a lack of cooperation.  There's a lack of candor.  And that has hurt not 
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only their perception, but also, it gives rise to feelings or inferences that something is amiss 
deliberately.  I hope that's not the case. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  What do you think, Senator Roberts? 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  I'm going to have to talk to John Warner about it.  He is the chairman.  I'm 
on the committee.  I will be very upset if, in fact, this is some kind of a--a deliberate act or if 
it's just some omission.  But I can't imagine a 2,000-page, you know, dropout here.  And by 
the way, we have the report in Intelligence Committee, and you saw me on my cell phone 
getting in touch with my staff to... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well, are you satisfied you got the whole thing? 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  I--I don't know that.  We'll sure as hell find out. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  So--so you want to know what's going on here.  You don't--you don't yet know 
what's happening here. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  Well, the report was provided to both committees, and we have looked 
through the report very carefully.  I asked the general several specific questions in regards to 
who he really thought was responsible in the command structure.  As Jack has pointed out, 
he named two lieutenant colonels, a bird colonel and a general; that's not only the seven 
enlisted.  I thought it was a good report as far as it went, but we're going to have to wait on 
the Fay report.  But the 2,000 missing pages--I can't speak to that because I don't know. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  All right.  Let's shift a little bit.  The big story of the week, in addition to this, of 
course, was this business with Ahmad Cha--Chalabi, the man that was the darling of this 
administration, or at least parts of it.  And now the CIA or some American force has gone in 
there and raided his house. He's saying he's being railroaded.  What do you make of this?  I 
mean, because a lot of people believed that Chalabi was the source of a lot of the information 
that took us into Iraq.  He was the one that kept saying, `There are weapons of mass 
destruction there.'  He was the one that apparently advised our Pentagon officials that 
American soldiers would be greeted with rose petals in their path once they got there.  Have 
we been conned by a con man, Senator Reed? 
 
Sen. REED:  I think we have. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Really? 
 
Sen. REED:  Chal--Chalabi is a promoter and he's promoting himself.  He's promoting 
himself, apparently, to be the next ruler in Iraq, and that's been, I think, his attempt all along. 
 Last July, Senator Roberts and I were in Baghdad and I brought it up with Bremer then, 
saying that this Chalabi should have no real role in the--the Governing Council because of his 
reputation. And we've learned even more over the last few days about what he's up to.  Not 
only that; they put him in charge of de-Ba'athification.  So in a sense, Chalabi was given 
money by our government and then given the authority to hire individuals, to vet them for 
hiring, which was power that I think was wrongly placed in the hands of someone who is a 
self-promoter.  And essentially, I think in se--in a sense you're right, Bob, a con man.  He's--
he's t--persuaded people in this administration, civilian leaders particularly, that--Pearl and 
Wolfowitz and others--that this information was valid, an--and, in fact, it wasn't.  And--and 
that contributed, at least, to the--our commitment of forces in--unilaterally in Iraq. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Senator Roberts, did we get anything from him of value? 
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Sen. ROBERTS:  Well, let me go back on one point.  It wasn't the CIA that, you know, went 
into his home.  That was the Iraqi police and--and... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well, we really don't know.  We know there were some Americans there. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  Well, yeah, they--well, they... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  We don't know who it was. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  Well, they provided the security force in behalf of the Iraqi police and this is 
going to be something that the Iraqis are going to have to decide as to who leads them, but 
don't forget that in the previous administration Congress passed the Iraqi Liberation Act and 
pretty well mandated that we work with the INC, the Iraqi National Congress led by 
Chalabi.  Now there's two schools of thought.  You know, you--we could talk about the neo-
cons.  That's the fancy word for neo-conservatives in the administration, but I don't know 
how many senators came to me as chairman of the Intelligence Committee saying Mr. 
Chalabi had valuable information, why didn't we pay attention to it.  It was--it was a mixed 
feeling I think even in the Senate. 
 
I do know that DOD has indicated that some of the intelligence they have been able to 
provide--they meaning the INC, again--in Iraq to help the current situation has been valuable. 
 We're going to issue a report in June.  I hope we issue this report in June in the first week that 
really deals with the prewar intelligence and the INC contribution to that.  I'd like to reserve 
comment until that report comes out, but there is a school of thought especially by the CIA 
that Mr. Chalabi's intelligence input was not that good and that's probably an 
understatement. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well, it's my understanding also that he was sort of persona non grata at the 
State Department, but apparently, he had this great influence on officials at the Pentagon.  Is 
that--is that pretty much what you have discovered? 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  I'm n--I don't--I'm not really free to say which individuals in the 
administration were backing Chalabi or not backing Chalabi, or for that matter, congressmen 
and senators.  I could name you the senators... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  But... 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  ...but I'm not going to do that. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  ...was it a mistake, Senator? 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  I think under the circumstances that--I don't know if I'd go so far as--as to 
call him a con man, but any administration who wants any information about Saddam 
Hussein or Iraq certainly ought to receive the information.  Personally, I did not feel that it 
was that good.  Personally, I think the Iraqi people will make the right decision in regards to 
who leads that country... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Right. 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  ...or I hope they do. 
 
Sen. REED:  Well, Bob, General Zinni who was our commander there was very clear in the 
statements I heard said--saying that the INC and Chalabi were not valuable intelligence 
resources but the civilians apparently in the Department of Defense thought he was.  And 
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this also goes to the issue of the way this new intelligence apparatus in the Department of 
Defense was working.  They were sort of a second conduit of information to decision-makers 
rather than just a traditional CIA and other agencies.  So I hope--and I'm looking forward to 
Pat's report.  I'm sure it'll be searching... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Let me--let me... 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  Well, I'm told--well, let me emphasize that in terms of the DOD cell, and 
that's what it is referred to, that gave advice to the secretary, Secretary Rumsfeld.  The 
president made the decision to go to war on the National Intelligence Estimate of 2002.  We 
have that documented in our report.  It's going to be a tough report.  It's not going to be 
flattering to the intelligence... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  I'm told it's very harsh on George Tenet.  Is that true? 
 
Sen. ROBERTS:  Well, n--we don't make any judgments and turn a pointing fingers.  We just 
lay the facts out and then we have conclusions and you'll have to--and the conclusions beg 
for accountability.  But it--there's no one finger pointed at anybody.  And, you know, let's 
wait until that report's out. And I think that, Jack, you'll be satisfied to know that the 
decisions to be made to go to war were from the National Intelligence Estimate not from any 
planning cell in the DOD. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  All right.  Gentlemen, thank you very much. 
 
Sen. REED:  Thank you, Bob. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  We appreciate you coming by this morning. 
 
We're going to shift a little bit now.  We're going out to Fenwick Island. That's out on the 
eastern shore of Maryland where syndicated columnist Robert Novak is standing by.  Bob 
Novak is kind of a weather vane of the Republican right, I think.  When the winds are 
blowing to the right, we check with Bob Novak.  When there's storm clouds on the 
conservative horizon, Bob Novak is usually one of the first to see it. 
 
Bob, what's going on?  We--we hear that the president went up to Capitol Hill to try to rally 
Republicans up there in a closed meeting.  Some of the leaders came out and said, `Oh, he did 
a great job,' but we're told that some of the private assessments were not that good and leads 
some people to believe that he may actually have some problems with his conservative base.  
What's your analysis here? 
 
Mr. ROBERT NOVAK (Syndicated Columnist):  That's right.  Let me just correct you on one 
thing.  It's Fenwick Island, Delaware, not Maryland but that's, you know... 
 
SCHIEFFER:  I beg your pardon. 
 
Mr. NOVAK:  ...that's OK.  It was a--it was a very poor performance by the president 
according to my--my contacts.  He had come up there because there was a lot of rumbling, 
particularly on the right, that--that they weren't happy with him.  They weren't saying it 
publicly, and so I--I got a couple of hundred Republicans from the House and Senate and 
their conference chairman here had told them that the president was going to speak very 
briefly and they would get a chance to ask questions.  They had the microphones all set up in 
the aisles.  It turned out he wondered on--meandering is the way one senator des--described 
it to me--the same kind of speech he gives to fund-raising groups where he doesn't take 
questions.  He spoke for the better part over an hour and left without a single question being 
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asked.  It was--it was really not a good performance. 
 
These are people who want him to win.  There's no defectors there.  But they're really 
worried about any kind of defection among the conservative constituency no matter how 
small.  This is an election where you can't take any kind of defection against Senator Kerry. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Well--well, you and I both know the Congress is always griping and is never 
quite happy with any president, whether he's a Democrat or a Republican.  But does this 
signify to you something deeper and more troubling? Is this--is this a problem out in the 
country, beyond Washington? 
 
Mr. NOVAK:  That's where the problem is.  The--the members of Congress, almost no 
exceptions, Republicans, will be for him.  But there is a small sliver of Republicans and 
conservatives who are not supporting him.  It's a question of whether the gla--glass is half 
empty or half full.  The Zogby poll shows that 81 percent of the Republicans are for the 
president nationally, or for George W. Bush for re-election.  They say well, that's terrific.  It 
isn't terrific.  If you have 19 percent--that's almost one of five--that either is--has not made up 
their mind to vote for him, he's got a problem.  He can't take that kind of loss and be elected 
president. 
 
What are they upset about?  Ma--mostly, Bob, they're upset about the war. Nobody likes this 
war.  It's--it's--they liked it when it was successful but now that it's--they're running in 
trouble, then they have the difficulties on the president among conservatives on No Child Left 
Behind.  That's not popular.  The prescription drug subsidy, that's not popular.  And what he 
really has to do, Bob, I really believe, to solidify his conservative base, is become much more 
aggressive on the anti-gay marriage constitutional amendment. Not popular with the 
chattering class in Washington, but it is essential to secure his conservative base. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Let me go back to Iraq just for a minute.  What do you think is the biggest 
problem for him, this prison abuse scandal or this latest news that Ahmad Chalabi turns out 
to be, well, not what some people in the Pentagon thought he was? 
 
Mr. NOVAK:  It's all part of a pattern.  You can't say one thing is bigger, and of course, the 
biggest thing is that the--that American soldiers are dying, soldiers and Marines are dying 
there because the war is not over.  It was supposed to be over.  The--the problem with the 
prison abuse scandal and the Ahmad Chalabi situation is it all points to the civilian 
leadership in--in the Pentagon headed by Don--Don Rumsfeld.  And I just hear particularly 
from the Hill a lot of people saying there should be accountability.  Senator Roberts made a 
speech at his alma mater, Kansas State, a few weeks ago, using the word `accountability'.  
Nobody's accountable in this administration for--for--for anything, and there are senators, 
not--Bob, don't get me wrong, not a majority--but there are senators who feel that Don 
Rumsfeld really, it's a question of whether he can survive this because he has got a great 
campaign to re--to re--revi--vive his base, but people are beginning to--to say all--that the--the 
civilian leadership at the White House, which is really detested by the guys in uniforms, or 
many--or the most of them, that they may have to take the fall for this.  That's--that's not 
George Bush's--George W. Bush's style.  But the--that's the word I hear on the Hill. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  The president is going to make a speech in prime time on Monday. What do 
you think he's going to do and what does he need to do, do you think? 
 
Mr. NOVAK:  I don't know what he's going to do.  His--his--his prime-time performances 
have not been that good--good lately.  What I think he has to do is restore confidence in the 
leadership, because I talked to a lot of Republicans, both in Congress and around the country, 
and there has been a diminished confidence in his leadership.  They want him to win.  I 
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mean, John Kerry getting elected is a fate worse than death, but they've lost confidence in his 
ab--ability to--to mobilize a majority of the vote.  So I think he has to show that he's a strong 
leader and I don't think you can do that by saying everything was OK at the Pentagon.  The 
question is how--how can--how can you say that it was OK to bring Chalabi in and give him 
the subsidy, when the CIA, the State Department, the king of Jordan, and the uniformed 
military had all said that this was a--a bad actor that we shouldn't put all our shekels on. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  All right.  Bob Novak, thanks for your candor this morning.  We'll be back in a 
moment with another FACE THE NATION 50th Anniversary Flashback. 
 
(Announcements) 
 
SCHIEFFER:  In May of 1988, the Reagan administration concluded that Panama's corrupt 
dictator Manuel Noriega headed a ring of criminals that was smuggling drugs into the United 
States, but what to do about it?  That's our FACE THE NATION 50th Anniversary Flashback. 
 
Secretary of State Colin Powell has emerged as the Bush administration official who was the 
most concerned about using the military too quickly against Saddam Hussein.  Sixteen years 
ago, when he was Ronald Reagan's national security adviser, he expressed on FACE THE 
NATION the same misgivings about invading Panama to oust Noriega. 
 
Lieutenant General COLIN POWELL (National Security Adviser):  (From previous FACE 
THE NATION) We haven't ruled out any options, but at the same time, one has to be careful 
when you talk about let's go in with military force and invade.  S--we are trying to get a non-
violent solution to this problem, and I think it's very irresponsible to talk about military 
options which might involve the loss of Panamanian lives, as well as US lives. 
 
SCHIEFFER:  A year later, the United States did invade Panama.  Twenty-three Americans 
and several hundred Panamanians were killed.  Noriega was eventually jailed on drug 
charges.  He is eligible for parole in 2006.  Another FACE THE NATION 50th Anniversary 
Flashback. 
 
And I'll be back with a final word. 
 
(Announcements) 
 
SCHIEFFER:  Finally today, when I heard that John Kerry may delay accepting his party's 
presidential nomination until a month or so after its convention in order to get around 
campaign laws and spend more on his campaign, my question was:  Are these people nuts? 
 
While Republicans are trying to paint Kerry as a tricky politician who comes down on every 
side of every issue, why would Democrats come up with a scheme that allows the 
Republicans to say, `Only John Kerry could be for a nominating convention and against a 
nomination'? 
 
But the other question is, if this kind of thing is possible under the current law--and it is--isn't 
it time to junk the whole system we use to select candidates?  We've added so many loopholes 
to campaign laws that we really have no campaign laws.  Anything goes.  All sides know it 
and use that to their advantage.  Laws designed to reduce the cost of campaigns and give 
average voters a voice in the process have had a wildly opposite effect.  Why not go back to 
the old way?  Forget these primaries, which is where all the money goes.  Let candidate 
selection begin at the precincts and be settled at the national conventions, the way we used to 
do it. 
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I know:  You're saying we'd be back to letting party bosses pick the candidates and their 
influence would increase.  But I also know this:  The old way was more fun, cost a lot less 
money and people, average voters, actually had a voice in it.  And the old way found us some 
pretty good candidates. Does anyone believe the current system produces better ones?  I 
don't. 
 
That's it for us.  We'll see you next week right here on FACE THE NATION. 


